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Essentials of World Regional Geography, 3e gives readers an approach that combines fundamental

geographical elements, internal regional diversity, and contemporary issues. This approach allows

serious discussion of cultural and environmental issues, as well as political and economic issues.

White Essentials of World Regional Geography, 3e encourages students to consider what it means

to be part of a global community and to develop their geographical understandings of world events.

Essentials of World Regional Geography has chapter openings with a physical features map of the

region, which includes short accounts of people or events to provide a personal flavor of the region,

an outline of the chapter contents, and a short section placing the region in its wider global context.

Each regional chapter is consistently organized by three sections. The first section summarizes the

distinctive physical and human geographies of the region; the second section explores the internal

diversity of the region at subregional, selected country, and local levels. The third section focuses

on a selection of contemporary issues that are important to the people of each region and frequently

have implications for the rest of the world. Each regional chapter follows the same framework,

allowing students to easily make comparisons from one world region to the next. This new edition

now offers a suite of digital resources including ConnectPlus, LearnSmart, and SmartBook!
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This geography is filled with current information. The vocabulary is precise; unlike some textbooks

where you have to search for the meaning, this book does a great job of having the vocab in bold

letters and explaining what the vocab word means. I would recommend this book to anyone wanting



to know more about Geography.

Absolutely ridiculous that you can't view this file on anything but a  reader of some sort or a PC. I

tried to view it on my Windows Surface and my Android phone and both times got an error message

about how it wasn't compatible. Just get the physical book and save yourself the trouble.

Just wish I knew where to return it to. I found out that I did not need it.

Lots of information, chosen by my professor.

College rental great price

Great timing and product!
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